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Abstract

In this work the differences between the formulation of
reaction rate equations for equilibrium limited reactions
in homogeneous and heterogeneous systems are inves-
tigated. A rigorous derivation for equilibrium limited
gas-solid reactions is proposed based on the core ideas
of homogeneous gas phase reactions. The resulting reac-
tion rate expression allows for two distinct reaction rate
mechanisms for the forward and reverse reaction direc-
tion and is, therefore, valid in both reaction directions.
The thermodynamic consistency and the validity of the
proposed reaction rate expression is shown using a sim-
ple reactor model. The results are compared to tradi-
tional reaction rate expressions and it is explained why
they are not able to appropriately describe the true re-
action behavior in some cases. The implications and use
cases for process modeling are investigated and sugges-
tions are proposed for solving numerical challenges asso-
ciated with the proposed reaction rate equations.

Keywords: rate equation; gas-solid reaction; equilibrium;
process modeling; thermodynamics; dynamic simulation

1 Introduction

Many homogeneous gas phase reactions are equilibrium
limited. Starting from either side of chemical equilib-
rium, they proceed until the reaction rates of the for-
ward and reverse reaction are equal, i.e. until chemi-
cal equilibrium is reached. Therefore, the theoretically
achievable conversion is limited and there is always a
certain amount of reactants present at chemical equilib-
rium. When modeling equilibrium limited reaction sys-
tems, this fact is recognized by using thermodynamically
consistent reaction rate expressions. Reaction rate equa-
tions are commonly termed as thermodynamically con-
sistent when they satisfy two conditions: (1) they are
positive in the direction of decreasing Gibbs energy, (2)
they vanish (i.e. r = 0) at chemical equilibrium1. A gen-
eral mathematical representation of an equilibrium lim-
ited reaction rate that is thermodynamically consistent

is given by Marin and Yablonski2:

r =
k+

(
f (cr)− f (cp)

Keq

)
W(k,c)

= kinetic constant×driving force
resistances

(1)

Here, r is the reaction rate, k+ the forward rate coef-
ficient, cr the vector of reactant concentrations, cp the
vector of product concentrations and k a vector of kinetic
coefficients. The function W is a resistance term that re-
flects the complexity of the chemical reaction. The kinet-
ics of many equilibrium limited homogeneous gas phase
reactions are described by a function of the form of Equa-
tion (1), which is derived from the difference between the
forward and reverse reaction rate.

However, equilibrium limitation is often disregarded
for modeling of heterogeneous gas-solid reactions. This
is a valid approximation for gas-solid reactions that are
essentially irreversible, i.e. where the chemical equilib-
rium is so far on the product side that the reverse reac-
tion can be neglected (e.g. combustion reactions of solid
matter). However, there are important gas-solid reac-
tions with marked equilibrium limitations. To accurately
model these systems equilibrium limitation must be ac-
counted for in the reaction rate expressions. In the fol-
lowing, a few examples of important equilibrium limited
gas-solid reactions are presented to motivate this work.

Steam-iron process The reactions of iron in its dif-
ferent oxidation states with the systems H2/H2O and
CO/CO2 have been studied extensively in the context of
iron production from iron ore in blast furnaces through
direct reduction3. Recently, the steam-iron process4

gained renewed interest in the context of clean hydrogen
production for fuel cell applications5. In the steam-iron
process iron oxide is first reduced with hydrogen (or gen-
erally syngas produced from coal gasification) and then
the resulting iron is re-oxidized with water to produce
high purity hydrogen according to the following (simpli-
fied) equations:

Fe3O4(s)+4H2 −−*)−− 3Fe(s)+4H2O (2)

3Fe(s)+4H2O−−*)−−Fe3O4(s)+4H2 (3)
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The phase equilibrium of iron and its oxides in H2/H2O
gas mixtures is illustrated in the Baur-Glaessner dia-
gram as depicted in Figure 1. FeO is not a stable oxi-
dation state below ≈ 850K. It can be seen that distinct
equilibrium limitations exist for the reactions between
H2/H2O and iron and its oxides.
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Figure 1: Baur-Glaessner diagram showing the equilib-
rium of different oxidation states of iron and the H2/H2O
gas composition. Thermodynamic data taken from6,7.

The kinetics of the reduction and oxidation reaction
of iron oxide at high temperature have been studied
recently by Wang and Sohn and Yuan et al., respec-
tively8,9. These publications are especially interesting
because it was found that the reduction and oxidation
reaction (Equations (2) and (3)) follow different reaction
mechanisms.

Calcination of limestone Another important exam-
ple is the calcination of limestone:

CaCO3(s)−−*)−−CaO(s)+CO2 (4)

The resulting quicklime (CaO) has been used as mortar
for buildings for thousands of years10. Figure 2 shows
the equilibrium diagram for reaction (4). High tempera-
ture and low pressure favor the calcination reaction. The
forward reaction (as expressed in Equation (4)) is favored
in the operating region below the equilibrium line. The
calcination of limestone is well studied as it is still of ma-
jor industrial importance11. An investigation of the re-
verse reaction (carbonation of quicklime) was first pub-
lished by Barker12. More recently, the carbonation of
quicklime gained interest in the context of calcium loop-
ing for efficient CO2 capture and was studied by several
research groups13–16. Therefore, kinetic information is
available for both reaction directions. However, there is
still no consensus on the rate limiting step for the calci-
nation reaction17 and the kinetic parameters estimated

for the forward and reverse reaction direction vary sig-
nificantly18. The shrinking core model is most widely
used for the calcination reaction (Equation (4)) whereas
the carbonation reaction (reverse of Equation (4)) is often
described by a random pore model17.
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Figure 2: Chemical equilibrium for limestone calcina-
tion. At a temperature of ≈ 1170K the equilibrium par-
tial pressure of CO2 is equal to the atmospheric pressure.
Equilibrium pressure correlation from19.

Boudouard reaction The CO disproportionation re-
action (or Boudouard reaction) is given by the following
reaction equation:

2CO−−*)−−C(s)+CO2 (5)

The Boudouard reaction is a well known side reaction
in steam reforming of natural gas that causes catalyst
deactivation by carbon formation (coking)20–22. A
thermodynamically consistent reaction rate equation
was proposed by Snoeck et al.20 which has been widely
used for dynamic modeling of systems with carbon
deposition23–26. While the same reaction mechanism
was derived for the forward and reverse direction of
Equation (5) the estimated kinetic parameters for
each direction varied significantly “meaning that the
application of these equations is specific”20. Figure 3
shows the thermodynamic equilibrium between CO2 and
CO. Carbon formation is favored at low temperature
and high pressure.

Additional examples for equilibrium limited gas-solid
reactions that are not further discussed here include:

Coal gasification: C(s)+H2O−−*)−−CO+H2 (6)

Bergius process: C(s)+2H2 −−*)−−CH4 (7)
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Figure 3: CO2 equilibrium lines in the Boudouard re-
action (Equation (5)). Increasing pressure favors carbon
formation according to Le Chatelier’s principle. However,
with increasing temperature CO becomes more stable
than CO2 and the reverse reaction is favored consuming
solid carbon. Thermodynamic data from6.

For more information, the reader is referred to20,27 for
coal gasification (or heterogeneous water-gas shift reac-
tion) and to28,29 for the Bergius process/CH4 cracking.

The aim of this paper is to show that the forward and
the reverse reaction rates of equilibrium limited gas-
solid reactions are generally different from each other
and that distinct rate expressions are required to allow
accurate process modeling. Thus, the widely used equi-
librium limited reaction rate expression (see Equation
(1)) is not generally sufficient to describe the reaction
rate in both reaction directions. Instead, a new approach
is proposed for the derivation of thermodynamically con-
sistent equilibrium limited gas-solid reaction rates that
accounts for the difference between the forward and re-
verse reaction direction. Process simulation is used for
a generic gas-solid system to compare the proposed rate
expressions to traditional reaction rate equations.

2 Problem description

Modeling of chemical processes is often based on a re-
action network that is known a priori which describes
the chemical transformations that occur in within pro-
cess units. In these networks the reaction equations are
conventionally stated in the direction that they are ex-
pected to proceed, i.e. in a steam reformer the steam
reforming reaction is used instead of the methanation
reaction (the reverse of the steam reforming reaction).
Since many traditional processes operate exclusively in
the direction that the reaction equations are stated, the

reverse reactions are not considered in detail or are de-
scribed sufficiently accurate by a reversible reaction ex-
pression as given by Eq. (1).

However, there are many examples where both reac-
tion directions occur in the same process unit. Chem-
ical looping processes (e.g. the steam-iron process and
calcium looping) have received an increasing interest in
recent decades for different applications (e.g. carbon cap-
ture and sequestration30,31 or utilization, clean H2 or
syngas production5,32,33, etc.). They are often based on
the idea of exploiting a single reversible gas-solid reac-
tion repeatedly in the same reactor. Thus, chemical loop-
ing processes are inherently dynamic due to the cyclic
switching between reduction and oxidation of an oxygen
storage material. To understand and exploit these dy-
namic processes in the form of process optimization a
correct description of both reaction directions is neces-
sary in a single model. However, process simulation is
often performed stepwise, i.e. the reduction and the oxi-
dation reactions are simulated sequentially34 or they oc-
cur in different parts of the reactor31,35. There are only
two publications in which the forward and reverse reac-
tion direction were modeled simultaneously in the same
reactor36,37.

Other important scenarios that require accurate mod-
eling of the forward and reverse reaction direction in-
clude the start-up and dynamic operation of chemical re-
actors. For example, coke formation by the Boudouard
reaction (as well as CH4 cracking and CO reduction38)
is known to be a significant problem in steam reform-
ing and methanation reactors39–41 among others. At
start-up the reactor is relatively cold and coke forma-
tion is thermodynamically favored (see Figure 3). After
some time the methanation reaction ignites the reactor
and the temperature rises significantly (especially at hot-
spots). Thus, coke gasification is favored. Furthermore,
local temperature and composition differences along the
spatial coordinates of the reactor could potentially lead
to a reversal in the reaction direction of the Boudouard
reaction or other gas-solid reactions. Other dynamic sce-
narios such as a load change may also require the for-
ward and reverse direction of a gas-solid reaction to be
described accurately within one single model.

In the examples above both reaction directions (for-
ward and reverse) of the corresponding equilibrium lim-
ited gas-solid reactions are important. It is therefore
shown in the following how to derive reaction rate ex-
pressions that are able to describe both reaction direc-
tions in a single model.

3 Derivation of equilibrium limited
rate equations

In this section the rate expressions for equilibrium lim-
ited gas-solid reactions are derived. First, homogeneous
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gas phase reactions are considered and then the theory
is expanded to heterogeneous gas-solid reactions. Impor-
tant differences in the form of the derived equations and
their interpretation are highlighted.

The derivation presented here should be viewed as an
extension of the derivation of homogeneous gas phase
reactions rates toward heterogeneous gas-solid reaction
rates. This extension does not give detailed informa-
tion about reaction pathways and mechanistic steps.
However, the main purpose is to illustrate which are
the necessary mathematical properties that reaction
rate equations for equilibrium limited gas-solid reactions
must have to be thermodynamically consistent and phe-
nomenologically correct.

3.1 Gas phase equilibrium limited reactions

Consider an arbitrary gas phase reaction that proceeds
according to the reaction

aA+bB
k+−−*)−−
k−

cC+d D, (8)

where A, B, C and D are gas phase components and a, b,
c and d their respective stoichiometric coefficients. The
general reaction rate for this equilibrium reaction can be
written as

r = r+− r−, (9)

where r is the total reaction rate and r+ and r− are the
forward and reverse reaction rate, respectively. Assum-
ing elementary reactions, the reaction rates can be ex-
pressed as

r = k+pa
A pb

B −k−pc
C pd

D. (10)

Here, k+ and k− are the kinetic coefficients for the for-
ward and reverse reaction and pi denotes the partial
pressure of each component i. At chemical equilibrium
the condition r != 0 must hold since the reaction rates
of the forward and reverse reaction are equal (dynamic
equilibrium). Therefore a relation between the kinetic
coefficients and the partial pressures at equilibrium can
be derived:

k+
k−

=
(

pc
C pd

D

pa
A pb

B

)
eq

(11)

Here, the index eq indicates that all partial pressures are
at their respective equilibrium value. The chemical equi-
librium constant Keq is related to the partial pressures
of the components at chemical equilibrium by the mass
action law according to

Keq =
∏

i

(
pi

p−◦

)νi

, (12)

where p−◦ is the standard pressure and νi the stoichio-
metric coefficient of component i. Using Equation (12)
on our example reaction yields

Keq = (p−◦ )(a+b−c−d)

(
pc

C pd
D

pa
A pb

B

)
eq

, (13)

which can be transformed into(
pc

C pd
D

pa
A pb

B

)
eq

= Keq

(p−◦ )(a+b−c−d) (14)

and inserted in Equation (11) to yield

k− = k+
(p−◦ )(a+b−c−d)

Keq
. (15)

Equation (15) highlights an essential link between chem-
ical kinetics and thermodynamics. It shows that the re-
action rate coefficients of the forward and reverse reac-
tion, k+ and k−, are not independent but tied together
by the chemical equilibrium constant Keq. Combining
Equations (15) and (10) yields a well known form of equi-
librium limited reaction rates widely used for modeling
of dynamic processes in chemical engineering:

r = k+

(
pa

A pb
B − (p−◦ )(a+b−c−d) pc

C pd
D

Keq

)
(16)

According to the preceding derivation, the positive term
represents the forward rate and the negative term the
reverse rate of the total reaction. Therefore, at chemi-
cal equilibrium, the forward and reverse reaction rates
are equal. This rate expression holds for the whole range
of possible concentrations of the gas components. If the
current composition is on the left side of the equilibrium
the reaction will proceed in the forward direction. Con-
versely, the reaction will proceed in the reverse reaction
if the current composition is on the right side of the equi-
librium. That means that the same fundamental reac-
tion mechanism is assumed for the forward and reverse
reaction. For the special case of equimolar reactions (i.e.
a+b− c−d = 0), we can simplify Equation (16) since the
standard pressure vanishes because (p−◦ )0 = 1. Further-
more, the total pressure p can be lumped into the rate
constant (since pi = pxi) to yield an expression with re-
gard to the component mole fractions xi:

r = kp+

(
xa

Axb
B −

xc
Cxd

D

Keq

)
, (17)

where kp+ = k+p(a+b).

In the next section an analogous derivation is proposed
for equilibrium limited gas-solid reactions.
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3.2 Gas-solid equilibrium limited reactions

An arbitrary gas-solid reaction proceeds according to the
reaction

aA(g)+bB(s)
k+−−*)−−
k−

cC(g)+d D(s), (18)

where A and C are gaseous and B and D are solid com-
ponents. The following generic kinetic expression is used
to describe the total reaction rate:

r = r+− r− = k+pa
A f (ΘB)−k−pc

C f (ΘD). (19)

Here, Θ j is an arbitrary parameter (or more generally
a parameter vector) that describes the influence of the
solid reactant j on the reaction rate (e.g. the surface
coverage or the reaction extent with regard to the solid).
Furthermore, f (Θ j) is a function describing the reaction
mechanism with regard to the solid (the reader is re-
ferred to42 for an overview of important solid-state ki-
netic models). The functions f (Θ j) are not further speci-
fied in Equation (19) to keep the derivation as general as
possible. The influence of the gas phase partial pressures
on the reaction rate is again assumed to be described by
the power law (assuming elementary reactions with re-
gard to the gas phase). At chemical equilibrium the con-
dition r != 0 must hold yielding

k+
k−

f (ΘB)
f (ΘD)

=
(

pc
C

pa
A

)
eq

. (20)

Note that only the partial pressures of the gas phase
components are at equilibrium. There is not one single
equilibrium composition of the solid phase as it depends
on the amount of gas that is present in the system.

Consider the following example: there are two closed
systems at 800K each with 10mol of pure iron. Addition-
ally, systems 1 and 2 initially contain 1mol and 5mol of
H2O, respectively. After reaching chemical equilibrium
(i.e. at t →∞) the gas phase composition in both systems
must be equal according to the equilibrium shown in
the Baur-Glaessner diagram (xH2O ≈ 0.18, see Figure 1).
However, in system 2 a larger amount of iron will be con-
verted into Fe3O4 according to Eq. (3) since more H2O is
available for the reaction. Therefore, in system 2 more
Fe3O4 will be present at equilibrium compared to system
1 even though the gas composition is the same because
chemical equilibrium is dictated by the gas phase and is
not altered by the initial amount of iron in the system
(the equilibrium gas phase composition may be different
in both systems if other reactions, like the formation of
FeO, are considered as well (see Figure 1 at 1100K)).

This fact is also reflected in the calculation of the
chemical equilibrium constant for gas-solid systems ac-
cording to the mass action law (see Eq. (12)) because
the solid components B(s) and D(s) are omitted on the

right hand side of the equation (nevertheless, gas and
solid components are included according to their stoi-
chiometry in the calculation of Keq from the Gibbs ener-
gies)43. Thus, applying the mass action law to Equation
(18) yields:

Keq = (p−◦ )(a−c)

(
pc

C

pa
A

)
eq

, (21)

Combining Equation (21) and (20) gives

k− = k+
f (ΘB)
f (ΘD)

(p−◦ )(a−c)

Keq
. (22)

Similar to the derivation for the homogeneous case, a
link between the process kinetics and thermodynamics
is established. However, it can be seen that in the het-
erogeneous case the reverse rate coefficient (k−) is not
only dependent on the forward rate coefficient (k+) and
the equilibrium constant (Keq) but also on the solid com-
position. Equation (22) for the rate coefficient k− can be
inserted into Equation (19) to yield

r = k+ f (ΘB)
(
pa

A − (p−◦ )(a−c) pc
C

Keq

)
. (23)

Comparing Equation (23) and (16) shows that the differ-
ence is the term f (ΘB). The term f (ΘB) may be inter-
preted as a resistance term (see the analogy to Equation
(1)) that describes the complexity of the chemical reac-
tion, e.g. according to a Langmuir-Hinshelwood-Hougen-
Watson model. The reaction rate in Equation (23) is
proportional to the terms for the influence of the solid
( f (ΘB)) and the gas composition (bracket term in Eq.
(23)) which is important to accurately describe the true
reaction behavior. If either term is zero, the reaction
rate becomes equal to zero regardless of the other term.
Another important difference is in the interpretation of
the terms. While in the homogeneous case (see Equa-
tion (16)) the positive and negative terms in the bracket
represent the forward and reverse reaction rates, in the
heterogeneous case (see Equation (23)) the negative term
represents the lowering of the driving force when reach-
ing chemical equilibrium as was argued by Sohn44. For
the special case of an equimolar reaction with regard to
the gas phase components (i.e. a =−c), the process pres-
sure pa can be lumped into the rate constant and Equa-
tion (23) can be simplified to:

r = kp+ f (ΘB)
(
xa

A −
xc

C

Keq

)
(24)

It must be noted that Equation (24) is valid only if the
composition is on the left side of equilibrium (i.e. if
xc

C/xa
A < Keq) due to the double dependency of the reac-

tion rate on the solid and the gas composition.

The reasoning is as follows: if reaction (18) proceeds
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in the reverse direction (i.e. if xa
A − xc

C/Keq < 0), the reac-
tion rate as stated in Equation (24) would increase with
an increase in the function f (ΘB). Assuming that f (ΘB)
is simply described by the solid mole fraction of compo-
nent B (i.e. f (ΘB) = xB) it would mean that the reac-
tion rate of the reverse reaction is increasing with the
amount of B(s) present. This is equivalent to saying that
the reverse reaction rate is increasing with a decreas-
ing amount of D(s) (since B(s) and D(s) are the only solid
components, thus xB = 1− xD). This behavior is improba-
ble since collision theory states that the reaction rate de-
pends on the probability of successful collisions between
two reactants. That means that a higher concentration of
reactants yields a higher collision probability and, there-
fore, a higher reaction rate. Equation (24) does not sat-
isfy this requirement for the reverse reaction direction.
Thus, Equation (24) can not be applied in the case when(
xa

A − xc
C/Keq

)< 0 since it does not yield a phenomenolog-
ically consistent behavior for the reverse reaction direc-
tion. Note that we chose the equimolar case (Equation
(24)) here for explanatory reasons because it is easier
to understand. However, the reasoning is generally the
same for non-equimolar reactions as well.

An appropriate rate expression for the reverse reaction
r′ can be derived by stating reaction Equation (18) in the
reverse direction:

cC(g)+d D(s)
k−−−*)−−
k+

aA(g)+bB(s) (25)

The previously outlined approach can now be used for the
derivation of the following rate expression for the reverse
reaction:

r′ = kp− f (ΘD)
(
xc

C −
xa

A

K ′
eq

)
(26)

Note that the equilibrium constant K ′
eq is different

from the previously defined Keq for the forward reaction
(see Equation 23) because of the different stoichiometry.
However, the relationship between both variables is eas-
ily established as K ′

eq = 1/Keq because only the signs of
the stoichiometric coefficients are reversed, yielding

r′ = kp− f (ΘD)
(
xc

C −Keqxa
A
)
. (27)

It can be seen that the reaction rate r′ is now dependent
on the rate coefficient for the reverse reaction, kp−, in-
stead of kp+. Furthermore, Equation (27) is dependent
on f (ΘD) instead of f (ΘB) (Equation (24)). This fact is
in line with Sohn’s proposition that the forward and re-
verse reaction of equilibrium limited gas-solid reactions
generally follow different reaction mechanisms44. Note
that Equation (27) is only valid for the reverse direction
of reaction Equation (18), i.e. if

(
xc

C −Keqxa
A

) < 0 for the
same reason that was used for the forward reaction rate.

The fundamental difference between the derivation of

rate expressions for equilibrium limited gas phase and
gas-solid reactions stems from the second term due to
the influence of the solid composition on the reaction rate
which can be viewed mathematically as a “driving force”
(the real thermodynamic driving force is always in the
direction of decreasing Gibbs free energy). In gas phase
equilibrium limited reactions the reaction rate is depen-
dent only on the gas composition and its deviation from
the equilibrium composition. For gas-solid equilibrium
limited reactions the solid composition is equally impor-
tant and represents a second dimension in the reaction
rate that is independent of the gas composition. There-
fore, using the outlined approach in Section 3.1 for gas
phase equilibrium limited reactions the same effective
rate expression is obtained regardless of whether the ap-
proach is applied to Equation (8) or its reverse since the
reaction rate is only dependent on the gas phase compo-
sition. However, the same is not true for the proposed
approach in Section 3.2 for gas-solid equilibrium limited
reactions, where two different reaction rate expressions
will emerge as a consequence of the two distinct terms
for the solid and gas composition.

Since the derived reaction rates for the forward and
the reverse direction of reaction (18) are both valid only
on the left or on the right side of equilibrium, respec-
tively, a single piecewise-defined reaction rate (r+−) can
be expressed for reaction (18) that is valid on both sides
of chemical equilibrium:

r+− =
{

kp+ f (ΘB)
(
xa

A − xc
C

Keq

)
if xc

C/xa
A ≤ Keq

−kp− f (ΘD)
(
xc

C −Keqxa
A

)
if xc

C/xa
A > Keq

(28)

In this way a different reaction mechanism is active de-
pending on whether the current gas composition is on the
left or right side of chemical equilibrium. If the current
gas composition is on the left side of equilibrium, the re-
action rate is positive. However, if the current gas com-
position is on the right side of equilibrium, the reaction
rate is negative, i.e. the reaction proceeds in the reverse
direction.

Equation (28) is fundamentally different from tradi-
tional modeling approaches where either the forward
and reverse reaction rate are active simultaneously for
any given composition or only one single reversible reac-
tion mechanism is active. However, it will be shown in
Section 5 that the piecewise-defined function (see Equa-
tion (28)) leads to a thermodynamically consistent for-
mulation (i.e. it satisfies the two conditions mentioned in
the Section 1) and also accounts for the possibility of dif-
ferent reaction mechanisms for the forward and reverse
reaction direction of an equilibrium limited gas-solid re-
action. Furthermore, the thermodynamic implications of
using this formulation as opposed to traditional reaction
rates of the form of Eq. (1) will be discussed in the next
section.
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4 Discussion

The difference between Equations (17) and (28) is il-
lustrated exemplary in Figure 4. While the blue line

→
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→

←

Equilibrium

Reaction extent

R
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n
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Figure 4: Exemplary reaction rate as a function of re-
action extent. The reaction rate of an equilibrium lim-
ited gas phase reaction according to an equation of the
form (17) (blue) is compared to the proposed, piecewise-
defined formulation (Eq. (28)) allowing for different
mechanisms on either side of chemical equilibrium (red).
The kink in the red line at equilibrium indicates the
change in the reaction mechanism.

(for equilibrium limited homogeneous gas phase reac-
tions) shows a smooth behavior for the whole composition
range, the red line (for equilibrium limited gas-solid reac-
tions) has a kink at chemical equilibrium which is due to
the piecewise definition of Eq. (28). Both sides of Equa-
tion (28) yield r = 0 at chemical equilibrium, i.e. they sat-
isfy the thermodynamic consistency condition (see Sec-
tion 1). However, the kink in the reaction rate is an
unnatural phenomenon, since the underlying thermody-
namic driving force, the Gibbs free energy, is a smooth
function over the whole composition range. This is ex-
ploited for example in Gibbs free energy minimization
techniques for finding chemical equilibrium. Moreover,
the law of microscopic reversibility states that for ele-
mentary reactions (and also for every single elementary
reaction step in complex reactions) the preferred reac-
tion pathway for the forward reaction must also be pre-
ferred for the reverse reaction in the vicinity of chemical
equilibrium45. Therefore, the reaction rate should be a
smooth function (i.e. without kink). This aspect in nat-
urally included in a detailed micro-kinetic description.
However, micro-kinetic descriptions are usually much
too complex for process modeling purposes, especially for
the dynamic description of processes and process opti-
mization which requires a fairly fast solution of the in-
volved process model. Thus, a trade-off between ther-

modynamic accuracy and model size/complexity must be
found for each purpose. We argue that especially for dy-
namic simulation and optimization purposes, a macro-
scopic description (in contrast to a micro-kinetic descrip-
tion) in the form of Equation (28) gives a reasonable
trade-off in favor of model size/complexity without sacri-
ficing too much thermodynamic detail. It was discussed
in Section 2 and by Sohn in a recent publication44 that
the real reaction rate on the left side of equilibrium is
generally different from the reaction rate on the right
side of chemical equilibrium. Equation (28) allows for
this possibility. The main limitation or error in Eq. (28)
is expected to be in the vicinity of chemical equilibrium
because the piecewise definition does not accurately de-
scribe the thermodynamic reality in this region. If this
error can be tolerated must be discussed for each individ-
ual problem. However, especially for problems in which
an equilibrium limited reaction is exploited in both reac-
tion directions far from chemical equilibrium (e.g. chem-
ical looping processes as discussed in Section 1), it is im-
portant to account for the change in the reaction mecha-
nism as will be discussed further in the next section.

5 Case studies

In the following we will show by a generic example the
benefits of using the proposed piecewise-defined reaction
rates in process modeling and simulation compared to
traditional approaches. For ease of understanding we
chose an equimolar reaction as an example. Note, how-
ever, that the results presented here are equally applica-
ble to non-equimolar reactions as well.

5.1 Simple reactor model

A simplified pseudo-homogeneous reactor model for the
equilibrium limited gas-solid reaction

A(g)+B(s)
k+−−*)−−
k−

C(g)+D(s) (29)

is given by the following set of equations:

dxi

dt
= Ḟ(t)

VR

(
x(in)

i (t)− xi

)
+ mS

ct,gVR

NR∑
k
νi,krk (30)

∀i = {A,C}

dx j

dt
= MS

NR∑
k
ν j,krk (31)

∀ j = {B,D}

Equation (30) is the mass balance of the gas phase with
xi being the mole fraction of gas phase component i, t
the relative time, Ḟ(t) the time dependent volumetric
flow rate, VR the reactor volume, x(in)

i (t) the time depen-
dent inlet mole fraction of component i, mS the amount
of solids in the reactor, ct,g the total gas concentration,
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NR the total number of reactions, νi,k the stoichiomet-
ric factor of component i in reaction k and rk the reac-
tion rate of reaction k. Equation (31) is the mass balance
of the solid phase with x j being the mole fraction of the
solid phase component j and MS the molar mass of the
solid. An illustration of the reactor model is shown in
Figure 5. The model assumes a bulk solid phase that

Gas (A,C)

Solid (B,D)

xi

x j

x(in)
i

xi

Figure 5: Illustration of the simple reactor model. The
gas and solid phase are denoted by G and S, respectively.
Gas flows into the reactor with a composition x(in)

i (t) and
reacts with the stagnant solid. The volumetric flow Ḟ can
be set to zero to switch from semi-batch (continuously
flowing gas and stagnant solid) to batch mode (stagnant
gas and solid).

is exposed to a continuous gas flow with a time depen-
dent composition, x(in)

i (t), and flow rate, Ḟ(t). The gas
flow can be turned off or on by setting the value of Ḟ(t) to
either zero or any value greater than zero, respectively.
By turning off the gas flow the reactor is switched from
semi-batch (continuously flowing gas and stagnant solid)
to batch mode (stagnant gas and solid). Constant tem-
perature and pressure is assumed in the reactor, so that
ct,g = const.. Diffusion resistances from the gas to the
solid phase and inside the solid phase are neglected for
simplicity since only the qualitative kinetic and thermo-
dynamic properties of the model are of interest for this
general analysis.

5.2 Dynamic reactor operation

To analyze and compare different modeling approaches
to the approach proposed in this work, a dynamic reactor
operation strategy is proposed (see Figure 6). The reac-
tor is assumed to start in batch mode (i.e. Ḟ = 0, no gas or
solid flow) with pure components A and B in the gas and
the solid phase, respectively. At time t = 20 the gas flow
is activated (Ḟ = 1) switching the reactor to semi-batch
mode (gas flows over stagnant solid). The inlet gas con-
sists of 5mol% A and 95mol% B, thereby favoring the re-
verse reaction. At time t = 40 the inlet gas composition is
switched to 70mol% A and 30mol% B to again favor the
forward reaction. This dynamic operation strategy en-
sures that different reactor operation scenarios are cov-
ered at once. The validity of the proposed reaction rate
expressions can be assessed and compared against alter-
native expressions using process simulation.

The dynamic operation strategy is simulated in three

studies with different reaction rate expressions each. Ta-
ble 1 summarizes the three studies simulated in this
work. For simplicity (but without loss of generality), it
is assumed for all three studies that f (ΘB) is be equal to
the solid mole fraction xB (and equivalently f (ΘD) = xD).
In study 1 only the forward reaction rate expression (see
Equation (24)) is active in the simulation. Equilibrium
limitation is accounted for in the bracket term. Study 2
uses reaction rates for the forward and reverse direction
that do not explicitly account for chemical equilibrium.
However, the values forward and reverse kinetic coeffi-
cients (kp+ and kp−, respectively) satisfy the equilibrium
relationship for the gas phase Keq = kp+/kp− (see Equa-
tion (15)). It can be shown that for a homogeneous gas
phase reaction (see derivation in Section 3.1) this would
be equivalent to using a single reversible reaction rate
(as used in study 1). Lastly, study 3 uses the piecewise-
defined rate expression derived in this work (see Equa-
tion (28)).

5.3 Simulation results

The aim of the simulation studies is to qualitatively as-
sess the thermodynamic consistency of the proposed re-
action rate expressions. Therefore, the process param-
eters are set to arbitrary values which are summarized
in Table 2. The three example studies in Table 1 were
simulated using Matlab’s ode23 solver (version 2017b).

Figure 7 shows the results for simulation study 1. In
phase I (forward reaction favored), the solid component
B is partially transformed into D according to Equa-
tion (29). Since there is not enough gas to fully convert
the solid, the gas phase composition reaches its equi-
librium composition at xA = 0.333 and xC = 0.667 (for
Keq = 2) and the reaction halts which is phenomeno-
logically correct. In phase II, however, the solid mole
fractions quickly escape the physically defined region be-
tween zero and one because the reverse direction is fa-
vored but the rate is still dependent on the amount of B
which is steadily increasing instead converging to one.
Therefore, the reaction never halts but goes on infinitely,
which is false. In phase III the correct phenomenologi-
cal behavior is observed again because the forward reac-
tion is favored. Since the reactor is now in semi-batch
mode (compared to phase I), enough gas is available to
fully convert B to D and the reaction comes to a halt.
Thus, the final gas concentration is equal to the inlet
concentration. It can be concluded that Equation (24)
yields false predictions if the reverse reaction is favored
and can even lead to physically impossible results. Thus,
Equation (24) must not be used for modeling if both re-
action directions are considered.

The simulation results of study 2 are shown in Fig-
ure 8. This study is included because using two reaction
rate equations for the forward and reverse direction si-
multaneously would yield correct results for a homoge-
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Solid

Gas

Phase I

0≤ t < 20

Batch mode
(forward reaction favored)

Solid

Gas
x(in)

A = 5%

x(in)
C = 95%

xi(t)

Phase II

20≤ t < 40

Semi-batch mode
(reverse reaction favored)

Solid

Gas

Phase III

40≤ t ≤ 80

Semi-batch mode
(forward reaction favored)

x(in)
A = 70%

x(in)
C = 30%

xi(t)

Figure 6: Illustration of the test operating sequence. For 0 ≤ t < 20 the reactor is in batch mode starting with pure
A and B(s). Then the gas inlet is activated (semi-batch mode) with a composition favoring the reverse reaction for
20≤ t < 40. In the last step, the gas composition is switched again to favor the forward reaction for 40≤ t ≤ 80.

Table 1: Overview of process simulation studies. Study 1 uses only one rate expression for the forward direction. In
study 2 reaction rates for the forward and reverse direction are active simultaneously. Study 3 uses the proposed
piecewise-defined reaction rate expression.

Study Considered reaction(s) Stoichiometric matrix Reaction rate expression(s)

1 A(g)+B(s)−−*)−−C(g)+D(s) νi,k =
[−1 −1 1 1

]ᵀ r1 = kp+xB

(
xA − xC

Keq

)
2

A(g)+B(s)−−*)−−C(g)+D(s)
νi,k =

[−1 −1 1 1
1 1 −1 −1

]ᵀ r1 = kp+xBxA
C(g)+D(s)−−*)−−A(g)+B(s) r2 = kp−xDxC

3 A(g)+B(s)−−*)−−C(g)+D(s) νi,k =
[−1 −1 1 1

]ᵀ r1 =
{

kp+xB

(
xA − xC

Keq

)
if xC/xA ≤ Keq

−kp−xD
(
xC − xAKeq

)
if xC/xA > Keq

Table 2: Parameter values for the simple reactor model
given by Equations (30) and (31) and Table 1.

Parameter Value

VR 1
mS 0.2
ct,g 0.15
MS 0.8

Ḟ
0 for t < 20
1 for 20≤ t < 60

kp+ 1
kp− 0.5
Keq 2

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

A

B

C

D

Phase I Phase II Phase III

Time, t

M
ol

e
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ti

on
s,

x i
an

d
x j

Figure 7: Results of simulation study 1 with kinetic
equations as defined in Table 1 with parameters from Ta-
ble 2. Mole fractions of gases (dashed) and solids (solid)
as a function of time.
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neous gas phase reaction if Keq = kp+/kp− (see Equation
(15)) holds and if the reaction rates are described by the
power law (see Section 3.1 for further details). However,
for gas-solid reactions this approach is not valid. Even
though the simulation results in Figure 8 seem to show a
phenomenologically reasonable behavior and the compo-
sition stays inside the physically defined region, the ther-
modynamic constraints are never met. In phase I, the re-
action proceeds in the forward direction but the reaction
does not stop at the thermodynamic equilibrium compo-
sition for the gas. In phase II and III the solid is never
transformed totally even though enough gas is present
in the system due to the activated gas flow. Therefore,
using two reaction rates for the forward and reverse re-
action simultaneously yields false predictions for every
scenario considered in this work.

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
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0.4
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Phase I Phase II Phase III

Time, t

M
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e
fr
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ti

on
s,

x i
an

d
x j

Figure 8: Results of simulation study 2 with kinetic
equations as defined in Table 1 with parameters from Ta-
ble 2. Mole fractions of gases (dashed) and solids (solid)
as a function of time.

In contrast, the simulation results of study 3 (see Fig-
ure 9) show that the proposed piecewise-defined reac-
tion rate Equation (28) leads to a thermodynamically
and phenomenologically sound behavior since only one
reaction rate is active at a time depending on the actual
gas composition in the reactor. The simulation results
in Figure 9 show the qualitative behavior that would
be expected. During phase I, the solid phase is grad-
ually transformed from B to D until the available gas
is depleted and the reaction stops (equal to the results
from simulation study 1). By activating the gas flow
and changing the gas composition in phase II the reverse
reaction is favored and the solid component D is trans-
formed back into B. The reaction comes to a halt when
the solid is totally transformed from D to B. The gas
composition at the end of phase II is equal to the inlet
gas composition since the reaction rate is zero. In phase

III the forward reaction is favored again and B is fully
transformed to D (see also results from simulation study
1).
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Figure 9: Results of simulation study 3 with kinetic
Equations as defined in Table 1 with parameters from
Table 2. Mole fractions of gases (dashed) and solids
(solid) as a function of time.

To summarize, it is shown by a simple example model
that the piecewise-defined rate expression derived in this
work gives thermodynamically and phenomenologically
correct results under all considered dynamic operating
conditions.

6 Numerical aspects

While Equation (28) may be used directly for simulation
purposes in some cases, the piecewise definition can of-
ten lead to numerical problems since dynamic chemical
engineering systems are usually described by (partial)
differential equation systems. Solving these equation
systems typically requires explicit or implicit numerical
solvers since analytical solutions can only be obtained for
very simple models. Using a piecewise-defined expres-
sion for the reaction rates as in Equation (28) leads to
a sudden change (non-smoothness) in the reaction rate
when the gas composition changes from one side of equi-
librium to the other. This non-smooth change in the
reaction rate may lead to a crash in standard numeri-
cal solvers since the derivative, which is usually used
for integration purposes, jumps at the non-smoothness.
Furthermore, many standard optimization methods (e.g.
Newton’s method, sequential quadratic programming or
interior point methods) require functions that are twice
continuously differentiable since information of the gra-
dient and the Hessian are used (or at least approxi-
mated) for finding optima. However, for the piecewise-
defined reaction rate expression given by Equation (28)
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the gradient and the Hessian with respect to the gas
composition are not uniquely defined, i.e. the piecewise-
defined reaction rate expression is not continuously dif-
ferentiable.

In those cases, relaxation techniques can be used to
“smooth” the piecewise-defined rate expressions by using
a continuously differentiable “switching function”. For a
given function, f (x), the main idea is to find an approx-
imation function, fapp(x,η) (where η is a smoothing pa-
rameter), such that fapp(x,η)→ f (x) for η→ 0. For exam-
ple, using a sigmoidal function to approximate Equation
(28) leads to the following equation:

r+− = r ·

0.5−0.5
xC − Keq

1+Keq√(
xC − Keq

1+Keq

)2
+η



− r′ ·

0.5+0.5
xC − Keq

1+Keq√(
xC − Keq

1+Keq

)2
+η

 (32)

Here, r and r′ are the reaction rates for the forward
and reverse direction as given by Equations (24) and
(27), respectively. The parameter η is used to adjust
the “smoothness” of the function. Figure 10 shows the

0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5

−0.2

−0.1

0

0.1

ex
ac

t so
lu

tio
n

(eq
. (2

8)
)

η= 0.001
η= 0.01η= 0.1

xA

r +
−

Figure 10: Exact solution of the piecewise-defined reac-
tion rate Equation (28) compared to the sigmoidal ap-
proximation function given by equation (32) for various
values of η.

difference between the original reaction rate Equation
(28) and the sigmoidal approximation Equation (32) for
various values of η for Keq = 2 and xB = 0.2. The origi-
nal reaction rate Equation (28) exhibits a kink at r = 0.
Thus, Equation (28) is continuous, but it is not continu-
ously differentiable. On the other hand, the approxima-
tion function given by (32) is continuously differentiable
over the entire composition range. The forward reaction

is favored (positive values for r) as long as xC/xA ≤ Keq.
Otherwise the reverse reaction is favored which leads to
negative values for r. Increasing the value of η for the
approximation function (Eq. (32)) leads to a “smoother”
function (which is usually easier to solve by standard nu-
merical solvers) but simultaneously the approximation
accuracy is reduced. Nevertheless, the thermodynamic
equilibrium point is exactly satisfied regardless of the
value for η. It is the process modeler’s responsibility to
choose a value for η that provides a reasonable trade-off
between accuracy and numerical stability46.

7 Conclusion

The proposed derivation for thermodynamically consis-
tent and phenomenologically sound reaction rates for
equilibrium limited gas-solid reactions includes the fol-
lowing main steps:

• convert each equilibrium limited gas-solid reaction
equation into two reaction equations, one for the for-
ward and one for the reverse direction

• use principles similar to homogeneous reactions to
derive thermodynamically consistent rate expres-
sions for the forward and the reverse reaction

• combine the resulting rate expressions for the for-
ward and reverse reaction rate into one equation us-
ing a piecewise definition

• use numerical relaxation techniques for process
modeling if necessary (see Section 6)

Increasing evidence suggests that even heteroge-
neously catalyzed gas phase reactions like the RWGS re-
action exhibit different overall reaction mechanisms in
the forward and reverse direction far away from chemi-
cal equilibrium47, indicating that the outlined approach
in this work may not be restricted to equilibrium limited
gas-solid reactions but extends to other equilibrium lim-
ited reactions as well.

Modeling and simulation of chemical transformation
units requires accurate understanding of the reaction ki-
netics. When using lumped kinetic expressions for over-
all reactions (as is customary in chemical engineering),
the difference between the reaction mechanism of the
forward and reverse direction must not be neglected to
obtain a physically sound model. This leaves two choices
for process modeling:

(1) Use traditional reaction rate expressions and make
sure that only the desired reaction direction is active and
that the reverse reaction never occurs. This is possible in
principle but this approach can not be applied to specific
scenarios. Dynamic scenarios with changing inlet gas
compositions and/or temperature and pressure changes
could lead to a reversal of the reaction direction (by a
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change of the chemical equilibrium composition) which
would violate the model.

(2) Use the approach outlined in this work for the sim-
ulation and analysis of complex, dynamic scenarios using
only one model that is valid for the whole range of possi-
ble compositions, temperatures and pressures.
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